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Here we will explain important and interesting facts about laurel hedging. The important features of
this type of hedging are massive and beautiful green leaves. Now the question arises that why
person opt hedges for his/her garden. There are many reasons that people wants to do hedging.
There are many types of hedging are available but the most common is laurel hedging. This type of
hedging provides the fast boundaries to the garden because this type of hedging grows rapidly.

Moreover, person can easily plant laurel hedges throughout the year. Furthermore, laurel hedging is
considered to be an excellent and best addition in order to enhance the beauty and style of garden.
These types of hedge plants grow rapidly and require least maintenance. In additionally, laurel
hedging plants are considered to be fast growing plants and these types of plants are suitable for
the use of privacy hedge. Moreover, these types of plants are very evergreen and produce small
beautiful flowers in the summer season.

Now we will discuss important instructions for planting laurel hedging. The important instructions for
planting laurel hedging are as follows:

1.	The most important step or instruction for laurel hedging is that person should dig the holes twice
and person should space the laurel hedges for almost 2 to 3 feet.

2.	Secondly, person should fill each wide hole with water and then person should allow the water to
drain into the particular soil. In this way, each laurel gets moisture in the soil.

3.	The third instruction is that person should amend the soil so that person can easily removed from
the particular hole with compost. Person should keep in mind that the ratio of compost to the soil
should be almost 1 to 2.

4.	Another important guideline for hedging laurel plants is that person should remove each laurel
hedge plant from the particular container. If person finds that the laurel plant would not be able to
come out the container or pot easily then person should use sharp knife and cut down the pot.
Afterwards, person should scoop the amended soil into that hole and then person should adjust the
laurel plant into that hole.

5.	Last main guideline for hedging laurel plants is that person should tamp the garden soil in order to
remove the air pockets. Person should place the dripper hose and then allow the water until the soil
gets moist almost to the depth of 19 inches.

In the final conclusion, these are important and main guidelines for planting laurel hedging. These
days, every home wants to plant laurel hedging and its only possible if person adopt these
guidelines or instructions. These instructions are considered to be very helpful for planting beautiful
laurel hedging.
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